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The Dip Circle 

N: (Physics) an instrument for measuring dip, consisting of a dip needle 

with a vertical circular scale of angles, used to measure the vertical or 

"dip" angle of the Earth’s magnetic field. 

Dip circles were used for hundreds of years in surveying, mining and 

prospecting as well as for the demonstration and study of magnetism. 

Georg Hartmann first discovered dip angle in 1544, and in 1581 Robert 

Norman described in print a device to measure this phenomenon. 

Early dip circles were not accurate and gave poor results. 

Improvements which made the dip circle a practical aid for polar 

navigation were made by Robert Were Fox FRS in the 1830’s. At Perran 

Foundry near Falmouth he developed the first dip circle that could be 

used accurately on board a moving ship.  

Fox’s dip circle enabled James Clark Ross to successfully explore 

uncharted parts of Antarctica, locate the South Magnetic Pole and 

make unprecedented scientific and geographical discoveries 

throughout his expedition of 1839-43. 

   
Illustration of Fox's "dipping needle defiector” (from Annals of 

Electricity, 3 (1839) PI. V, fig. 47.) Reference: T.B. Jordan, “Description 

and Use of a Dipping Needle Deflector by Robert Were Fox”. 



Robert Were Fox and his family 

Robert Were Fox was born in 1789. In 1814 he married Maria Barclay 

and they had three children: Anna Maria, Robert Barclay and Caroline. 

As Quakers, the Fox family were excluded from university and the 

professions. However, alongside running several businesses, Fox 

produced significant geophysics research and many inventions, at 

Perran Foundry and sites across Cornwall. Between 1812 and 1859 he 

wrote over sixty papers for publication. He collected minerals and 

plants: his gardens at Penjerrick and Rosehill were noted for the exotic 

plants which he and his son, Barclay, introduced. His mineral collections 

are now in the Natural History Museum, London.  He conducted 40 

years’ research on the temperature of the earth and was the first to 

prove that temperature increases with depth:  the geothermal 

gradient. 

Family letters describe: 

“What thrilling interest it was to listen to Cousin Robert as he stood, 

pressing his walking-stick into the ground, discoursing to us, 

ignoramuses, of the veins and temperature a mile below the surface of 

the earth”. The Fox family often travelled to London and to meetings of 

the British Association for the Advancement of Science, where Fox gave 

papers on his work. They built up a network of scientists, explorers and 

writers who visited them in Cornwall. Caroline’s diary in October 1836 

states: 

“Captain Fitzroy came to tea. He returned yesterday from a five years’ 

voyage in H.M.S. Beagle of scientific research, and is going to write a 

book.” 

This exposure to scientists, explorers and writers, alongside faith in 

education and opportunities for all, led Anna Maria, aged seventeen, to 

suggest the idea for the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society, founded in 



1833. Caroline, aged fourteen, suggested the name “Polytechnic”, 

meaning “of many arts and techniques”. This was the first use of the 

word in Britain. Supported by Robert Were Fox, Sir Charles Lemon MP 

and others, a programme developed, with the aim of exhibiting ideas 

and inventions of the workers in Perran Foundry, as well as providing 

lectures on cutting-edge science.   

The Society played a prominent role in industrial development in the 

19th century. Art exhibitions and classes run by the Poly led directly to 

the founding of the Falmouth School of Art. 

   

            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photogravure of Henry Scott 
Tuke’s 1897 portrait of  
Anna-Maria Fox, currently 
 on display at Falmouth Art 
Gallery.  

 Photograph of Henry Were 
Fox, F.R.S. 
 
Images reproduced with the 
permission of the RCPS 



Sir James Clark Ross  

Ross (1800 – 1862), was a British naval officer and successful explorer 

of the Arctic and Antarctic regions. He discovered both the North and 

South Magnetic Poles, as well as contributing to scientific and 

geographical surveys of global importance. From 1835 to 1838, he was 

employed on the magnetic survey of Great Britain. In 1839, using Fox’s 

dip circle, he surveyed large parts of the Southern Hemisphere, 

commanding H.M.S. Erebus and H.M.S. Terror, on one of the earliest 

Antarctic expeditions.  

J. R. Wildman’s 1834 portrait of Ross, now part of the collection at the 

National Maritime Museum Greenwich,  was painted when he was still 

a Commander, just before the Antarctic expedition that would see him 

knighted. 

Draped over his left shoulder he wears a bear's skin. In his right hand he 

holds a sheathed sword by its scabbard across his front. The Pole Star 

shines in the sky top right and in the lower right corner of the painting. 

Robert Were Fox’s gleaming dip-circle sits on a table. Ross had been 

called 'the handsomest man in the Navy', to which this highly 

romanticised portrait lends much support.  

 

Antarctica  

James Clark Ross used Fox’s dip circle for the 1839-43 research 

expedition to the southern hemisphere. 

His ships were two bomb vessels, the Erebus and the Terror. They left 

the Lizard on 5 October 1839 and crossed the equator on 3 December. 

Ross set up the first magnetic observatories at St Helena Roads, the 

Cape of Good Hope and Christmas Harbour. At Ross Cove in Hobart, 

two hundred convicts built an observatory in nine days, ready for the 

international simultaneous observations. 



On New Year’s Day the ships crossed the Antarctic Circle and then 

broke through the pack ice; picking their way south, until they reached 

open sea and could steer directly for the Magnetic Pole. For the first 

time ships sailed south of the Antarctic pack. Ross discovered and 

named several areas of Antarctica: Possession Island, Mount 

Melbourne, the active volcano Mount Erebus, the smaller, inactive 

volcano Mount Terror and McMurdo Bay Sound.  

The youngest officer, Joseph Dalton Hooker, assistant surgeon, wrote 

to his father:  

“the sun never setting, among huge bergs, the water and sky both as 

blue, and all the coast one mass of beautiful peaks of snow…reflecting 

the most brilliant tints of gold and yellow and scarlet…to see the dark 

cloud of smoke tinged with flame rising from the Volcano…one side jet 

black and the other reflecting the colours of the sun…it is a sight far 

exceeding anything I could imagine…we have penetrated far further 

than was once thought practicable, and there is a sort of awe that 

steels over us all in considering our own total insignificance and 

helplessness.” 

Ross’s hopes of reaching the South Magnetic Pole were high until on 

the 28th, passing 76° 6’ south, he saw a 200-feet high perpendicular flat 

wall of ice towering above the ships’ masts. Captain Ross had never 

seen any northern ice to compare with this ‘immense plain of frosted 

silver’, which was later named the Ross Ice Shelf. Ross and all his men 

were bitterly disappointed. The ships barely escaped being frozen up 

between the barrier and the pack, as new ice was forming with the 

approach of winter. Although he had accurately identified the Magnetic 

South Pole and sailed further than anyone before him, to his never-

ending regret Ross was not able to say he had set foot on both Poles. 

 



Finding out more 

This booklet only touches on the research, discoveries and inventions 

of Robert Were Fox; the opportunities provided by the Royal Cornwall 

Polytechnic Society and the industrial, scientific and maritime 

discoveries facilitated by the Cornish people. Below are details of local 

archives and libraries open to the public where you can find out a lot 

more: 

The Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society Local History & Research 

Archive, The Poly, 24 Church Street, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 3EG. Tel: 

01326 319461 www.thepoly.org/#/history-group/4541821395     Open 

Tuesday & Thursday 10am-12.30pm.  

The Bartlett Library, National Maritime Museum Cornwall, Discovery 

Quay, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 3QY. Tel: 01326 214579 email: 

library@nmmc.co.uk Open 10am-5pm Tuesday to Sunday.  

The Cornish Studies Library, The Cornwall Centre, Alma Place, Redruth, 

Cornwall TR15 2AT. Tel: 01209 216760 email: 

cornishstudies.library@cornwall.gov.uk  Open 10am-5pm Monday, 

Tuesday, Thursday & Friday; Saturdays 10am-1pm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Dip Circle 

This publication was produced to accompany the installation of The Dip 
Circle: a neon light artwork designed by artist Frances Walsh and sited 
on the tower of the National Maritime Museum Cornwall. The Dip 
Circle is one of six installations making up the Art Trail programmed 
during the Falmouth Splash Festival, from 7 to 16 September 2012.  

The interpretation booklet was originally produced in an edition of 500 
and was printed by Control Print Ltd. 

N. B. This online version of the booklet does not include archive images 
restricted by copyright that were in the original limited-edition print 
run. 

For more information about the installation: 

http://thedipcircle.wordpress.com 

www.facebook.com/TheDipCircle  

or follow @thedipcircle on Twitter 

  

Frances Walsh (b. 1970) is a visual artist who lives and works in 
Cornwall. Exhibitions during 2012 included ‘New Visions: contemporary 
painting in uncertain worlds’ at CMR Gallery, the Ludlow Contemporary 
Open and the Islington Summer Salon.  

http://franceswalshart.wordpress.com 

email: francesmwalsh@gmail.com 
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